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. To all whom it may concern: 
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Be it known that I, FRIEDRICH AUGUST 
HASELWANDER, a subject of the Emperor of 
Germany, residing at 1. Käferthalerstrasse, 
Mannheim, in the German Empire, have in 
vented a new and useful Improved Internal 
Combustion Engine, of which the following is 
a specification. 

This invention relates to internal-combus 
tion engines, and has for its object improve 
ments in connection with the introduction of 
the combustible into the combustion-cham 
ber and in the mixing of the materials to 
form the explosive mixture. In the engine 
according to this invention the air and the 
combustible, the latter in the form of a gas, 
vapor, liquid, or solid, are introduced sepa 
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rately and are kept separate during the com 
pression-stroke of the working piston in two 
interconnected spaces. 
The principal novel feature of the inven 

tion consists in the means for effecting the 
mixture of the air and combustible by the 
explosion of an auxiliary combustible mix 
ture either before, at, or just after the end of the compression-stroke. 
Other features of novelty will be hereinaf 

termentioned and pointed out in the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure is 

a part-sectional elevation showing an engine 
constructed in accordance with this inven 
tion. Figs. 2 to 9 are diagrammatic sec 
tional views showing several ways of con 
structing the engine according to this inven 
tion. Fig. 10 shows in greater detail a par 
ticular form of construction. Figs. 11 and 
12 are diagrams illustrating types of engines 
suitable for working with liquid or solid com 
bustibles. 

Referring first to Fig. 1, 2 represents the 
cylinder of an engine, kits piston, and y the 
crank-shaft. a. is the exhaust-valve, which 
is operated by a rockert, actuated by a rod 
t", and bell-crank lever t from a cam o', 
which latter is mounted on a half-speed shaft 
o, driven by gear-wheels s from the crank 
shaft y. By this means the valve a is opened 
once in each alternate revolution of the 
crank-shaft y. l is an air-inlet valve which 
is operated by a rockert, rod t°, and levert 
from a cam o' on the shaft or r is a charge 
chamber provided on the cylinder-head and 
having a gas-inlet valve g, which is operated 
by a rocker t from the link t' and cam 0°. 
The charge-chamber also has an air-inlet 
valve in near the top, this valve being oper 

atted through a rocker t, link t', and levert 
from a cam o' on the cam-shaft o. The cams 
o', o, and o' of course lie side by side on the 
cam-shaft o. y' is an ignition device of any 
suitable type-as, for. instance, a sparking 
plug. This engine operates on the four 

During the suction - stroke fresh air is 
drawn in through the inlet - valve l to the 
cylinder 2 and gas enters through the valve 
g into the chamber r. Toward the end of 
the suction-stroke the air-inlet valve n is 
also opened, so that a small quantity of air 
is admitted and is allowed to mix with the 
part of the gas at the top of the charge 
chamber r. During the compression-stroke 
of the piston k the air and gas remain sepa 
rate, and no further mixture of the charge 
takes place, especially as under certain cir 
cumstances some remains of the exhaust 
gases lie in a layer between the charges of 
air and gas. At or about the end of the com 
pression-stroke the small auxiliary gas mix 
ture which has been formed at the top of the 
admitted and the small quantity of airin 
suitable manner, either by the igniter y' or it may be automatically, if the compression 
is sufficiently high. The explosion of this 
auxiliary charge drives the gas in the charge 
chamber r forward into the compressed air 

stroke cycle in the following manner: 

75 

charge-chamber r by the last part of the gas 

troduced past the valve n is exploded in any 

at the head of the cylinder 2, mixing the gas 
with the air in a most efficient manner, while 
the ignition of the charge is produced either 
from the auxiliary mixture or by self-ignition, 
due to the pressure, or by any ignition appa 
ratus. The perforated distributing-wall p 
on the end .the piston serves to distribute 
the gas, as it is forced into the cylinder by 
the explosion of the auxiliary mixture, and 
by this means a more thorough mixing of 
the charge is produced. 

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically another 
form of construction wherein the air for 
making the auxiliary mixture is supplied by 
a displacing device--that is to say, by means. 
connected with the piston which on the in 
stroke will cause a portion of the airin front 
of the piston to be trapped and compressed 
separately from the remainder of the air. 
This device was first described in the o 
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appli 
cant's German patent, No. 101,453, POc 
tober 20, 1897, published on December 27, 
1898, and no novelty is claimed in the pres. 
ent application for the principle per se as 

O 



described construction. 

O 

2. 

described in the specification of the said 
German patent. In the engine shown in 
Fig. 2 gas is admitted to the charge-cham 
ber r by the valve g, while air is admitted 
to the cylinder by the valvel, as in the first 

Toward the end 
of the compression-stroke a projection on 
the end of the piston k enters a recess b in 
the cylinder-head, forcing some of the air 
in front of the piston through a pipeg into 
the top of the charge-chamber r. By this 
means an auxiliary mixture is formed at the 
top of the charge-chamber, this mixture be 

15 
ing exploded as before and serving to mix 
the main E. of air and gas. phere is a distributing-plate fixed in the charge-cham 

o ber r and serving to break up the gases when 
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drawing,) and g the gas-inlet valve. 

are blown out from said chamber by the explosion. 
In the modified from of construction illus 

trated in Fig. 3 the charge-chamber r is cen 
tral over the end of the piston, which latter 
carries a large projection v, adapted to enter 
a corresponding recess b in the cylinder 
head. a, as before, is the exhaust-valve, l 
the air-inlet valve, (behind the valve in the 

In this 
case toward the end of the compression 
stroke the air imprisoned in the narrow cir 
cular space ground the projection v is forced 
through the pipeg and a distributing-nozzle 
cinto the top of the charge-chamber r, there 
forming the auxiliary mixture, which is ex 
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charge of gas and air. 
plate or the like for breaking up the stream of gases. 

ploded in order to drive together the main. 
phere is, as before, a 

Fig. 4 shows another form of construc 
tion of the displacing device. 
tonk, and a projecting partp of the charge 
chamber renters the space i toward the end 
of the compression-stroke. The projection 
p is perforated at the sides to give commu 
nication between the interior of the charge 
chamber r and the cylinder-head. The pipe 
q in this case extends from the bottom P e 
projection pup toward the top of the charge 
chamber r, and toward the end of the com 
pression-stroke. the air imprisoned in the 
spacei is forced up the pipeg to the top of 
the charge-chamber r in order to form the 
auxiliary mixture, which serves, as before, 
when ignited to drive together, the main 
charges of air and gas. . . . . . 
The modification illustrated in Fig. 5 rep 

resents the same type of construction as is 
shown in Fig. 1, except that the valve n is 
placed in the gas-supplypipe behind the valve 
g, and in this case the valve in opens just be 
fore the end of the suction-stroke in order to 
admit a little air with the last portion of the 
gas admitted in order to make the auxiliary 

65 
mixture. 

at the end of the charge-chamber r. 

Fig. 7 shows one form of construction. 
In this case 

a chamber i is formed in the end of the pis 

about to be described. 
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stroke cycle-engines, but it is applicable to any 
well-known types of two-stroke cycle-engines. 
Fig. 6 illustrates one method of applying the 
invention to a two-stroke cycle-engine. The 
rearward extension k of the pistonk works in 
a rearward extension of the cylinder in order 
to form a gas-pump at g', while the remain 
ing area at the rear of the piston forms an air 
pump at l'. The gas-pump g’ communicates 
with a gas-valve g at the end of a charge 
chamber r, which is arranged at the side in 
this case, while the air-pump l communi 
cates by a pipeg with the main air-inlet valve 
land the auxiliary air-inlet valve in a rep 
resents the exhaust-port of the cylinder 2, 
which is uncovered by the pistonk at the end 
of its outstroke in well-known manner. With 
this construction shortly before the end of the 
expansion or working stroke the exhaust 
port a opens, while the air-valvel and the 
gas-valve g are opened. The air flowinginto 
the cylinder 2 scavenges the waste gases from 
the same and fills the cylinder, while the 
charge-chamber r becomes filled with gas. 
The secondary air-valve in now opens, admit 
ting some air to form the auxiliary mixture 

The 
compression-stroke now follows, and toward 
the end thereof the auxiliary mixture is ig 
nited, whereby the gas is driven out from the 
charge-chamber r into the combustion 
chamber proper, whereby the working mix 
ture is made. 
A convenient form of construction of en 

gine for working according to this invention 
is one in which two pistons are employed. 

2, 22 
are two cylinders placed side by side and 
connected by a passage atm. Their pistons 
are connected by the rods i' to the common 
crank-shaft y. The piston k is longer than 
the piston k', so that the piston k" comes 
nearer to its cylinder-headin the compression 
stroke than the pistonk". By this arrange 
ment a displacing action is produced, as is 

l, as before, is the 
air-inlet valve; a, the exhaust-valve; q, the 
E. for the auxiliary air, and g the gas 
valve admitting gas to the charge-chamber r. 
During the suction-stroke the air is drawn in 
through the valvel into the cylinders. 2' 2", 
and gas enters the combustion-chamber 
through valve g. Toward the end of the 
compression-stroke the piston k", acting as 
the displacing device, covers up the communit 
cating passage m between the cylinders and 
after this forces some air through the pipe I 
into the top of the charge-chamber r, there 
forming the auxiliary explosion mixture, 
which is ignited and serves to mix the charges. 

In the form of construction shown in Fig. 8 
the two cylinders 2'2' are arranged at an angle 
to one another, and their pistons k' k” work This invention is not restricted to four-i by rods j i on the same crank on the crank 
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shaft y. The charge-chamber r here opens 
into the communicating passage m between 
the cylinders 2' and 2'; but otherwise the ar 

O 
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rangement and the manner of working are 
substantially identical with those described 
in connection with Fig. 7, so that no further description will be necessary. . 
The types of engine illustrated in Figs. 7 

and 8 can be readily arranged to work on the 
two-stroke cycle system: Fig. 9 corresponds 
with Fig. 7 and illustrates this, the only 
modifications being that the air-inlet open 
ing l should be arranged to be uncovered by 
one piston k' toward the end of the expan 
ision-stroke, while the exhaust-opening a' is 
uncovered by the other pistonk". The com municating passage m is provided, as before, 

3o 
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and also another passage m near the lower 
part of the working space in each cylinder. 
In this case at the end of the working stroke 
the ports l and a? are opened, and the gas es 
capes through the porta', while air entering 
at t scavenges both cylinders, passing from 
one to the other through the openings m and 
m for this purpose. Gas is admitted by the 
valve g to the charge-chamber r, and durin 
the compression-stroke the air is compresse 
in the cylinders 2' 2", while the gas is com 
pressed in the charge-chamber r. Finally 
the piston k" passes the opening m and then 
discharges some air through the passage q to 
the top of the charge-chamber r, thus form 
ing the auxiliary mixture which serves to 
mix the main charges of gas and air. 

Fig. 10 shows a corresponding adaptation 
of Fig. 8 to work as a two-stroke cycle-en 
gine. In Fig. 10 the construction has been 
shown in somewhat greater detail. 2'2' are, 
as before, the cylinders standing at an angle to 
one another, k' k the pistons, and i' i' the 
connecting rods working on a common crank 
on the crank-shafty. uis a crank-casing serv 
ing to compress the scavenging and working 
air, this air being admitted to the crank-casing 
past the valves in the usual manner. The 
Scavenging-airpasses through the passage f to 
the air-inlet valve limmediately after the ex 
haust-valve a has been opened at the end of 
the working stroke by the rocker t, link t”, 
and bell-crank lever t, actuated by the cam 
0, (which in this case opens the valve a once 

55 

at each revolution of the crank-shaft y.) In 
this construction the gas is exhausted past 
the valve at the end of the working stroke, 
while air is forced through the passage finto 
the cylinder 2, from which it streams into 
the cylinder a through the passages m m, 
thus effectually scavenging both the cylin 
ders. The gas is admitted to the charge 
chamber r at the same time past the valve.g., 
and during the compression-stroke the air is 
compressed in the cylinders a' 2", while the 
gas is compressed in the charge-chamber r. 
Toward the end of the compression-stroke 

8 

gin order toform the auxiliary mixture at the 
top of the charge-chamber r, and as the pis 
tonsk' and k begin to recede for the working 
stroke the auxiliary charge is exploded by the 
igniter y, thus forcing out the gas into the 
compressed air, and so making the working 
mixture, as before. 

In all the constructions above described 
it will be understood that where gas is men 
tioned any vaporized fuel may be used in 
well-known manner. If liquid or solid fuels 
are to be injected, however, the construction 
of the engine will be slightly different. 

Fig.11 shows one construction for working 
with liquid or solid fuels. The piston kworks 
in a horizontal cylinder 2, provided with an 
air-valve l and exhaust-valve a, as before. 
The charge-chamber r has an extension r" 
for the auxiliary mixture, while the main 
charge of fuel is admitted to the chamber rby 
valveg and a subsidiary charge to the chamber 
r' by valve g’. The charges will be vaporized 
by the heat of the walls of the chambers r 
and r" in well-known manner. The auxiliary 
air is admitted to the chamber r' through the 
valve n. The auxiliary air mixing with the 
auxiliary fuel forms the explosive mixture 
in the chamber r", and this when exploded 
drives out the gasified fuel from the chamber 
r through a nozzled into the air compressed 
in the space at the head of the cylinder 2. A 
by-pass pipe w may be used to conduct 
some of the gases of the auxiliary explosion 
to a point close in front of the nozzled in or 
der that they may cross the main stream of 
combustible passing through said nozzle and 
may thus assist in breaking up the stream. 

Instead of using two valves g and g one 
valve may be arranged to serve the double 
purpose if a deflectorac is provided below the 

| valve, as shown in Fig. 12, to cause part of 
the fuel from valve g to pass along into the 
chamber r, while a small portion will fall into 
the chamber r'. The part of the fuel in the 
chamber r' forms the auxiliary mixture with 
the air entering through the valve n, and 
this when exploded drives out the fuel from 
chamber rinto the cylinder 2. 
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Finally, it is to be understood that the 
drawings are only intended to indicate in a 
general manner the method of applying this 
invention to certain standard types of inter 
nal-combustion engines, and it will be seen 

Il 5 

that a competent engineer can apply the in 
vention to practically any type of internal 
combustion engine without further instruc 
tions than are contained in the foregoing 
specification. Any convenient forms of 
valves, valve - operating mechanisms, &c., 
may be used, as the constructions of these 
parts form no feature of this invention, 
Throughout the specification it has been said 
generally for the sake of brevity that the air 

I 25 

w is compressed in the cylinders, while the gas 
65 air is forced by the piston k' through the pipe is compressed in the charge-chambers. Of 
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ments previous 
preferable. 
stood that the positions of the various valves 
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course the plane of separation between the 
two will advance up the charge-chamber as 
the compression proceeds, as will be readily 
understood. In some cases-as, forinstance, 
in Fig. 1- the positions of the air and the gas 
in the cylinder and charge-chamber may be 
reversed-that is to say, the air may be ad 
mitted by the valve g, while gas is admitted 
to the cylinder by the valve l. In this case 
the Valve in would admit a small auxiliary 
amount of gas at the top of the charge-cham 
ber for forming the auxiliary mixture, which 
when ignited would drive out the air from 
this chamber and mix it with the gas com 
pressed in the Yinged The arrange 

y described are, however, 
In any case it will be under 

may be varied somewhat and the construc 
tion of the various parts may be altered to 
suit particular circumstances without depart 
ing from the scope of this invention. . 
What I claimis 
1. In an internal-combustion engine, the 

combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber open to the cyl 
inder at one end, means for admitting work 
ing air and combustible, the one to the 

848,029 

cylinder a small quantity of a fluid such as 
will be capable of forming with a portion of 
the fluid already in said chamber separate 
and auxiliary explosive mixture, substan 
tially as described. 

4. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber open to the 
working cylinder at one end, means for ad 
mitting working air and combustible, the 
one to the charge-chamber and the other to 
the cylinder, means for exhausting the waste 
gases, further means for introducing to the 
charge-chamber at the end thereof remote 
from the cylinder a small quantity of fluid 
such as will be capable of forming with a 
portion of the fluid already in said chamber, 
a separate and auxiliary explosive mixture 
and means for igniting said mixture, sub 
stantially as described. 

5. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
- combination with the working cylinder and piston of a charge-chamber, means for ad 

mitting working air and combustible, the 
one to the charge-chamber and the other to 
the cylinder, means for exhausting the waste 
gases, a displacing device and means opera 
tively connecting said displacing device with charge-chamber and the other to the cylin- the working piston, and a passage leading 

der, means for exhausting the waste gases, 
and further means for forming a separate 
and auxiliary mixture in the charge-chamber 
at the end thereof remote from the cylinder, 
the arrangement of the parts being such that 
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by the explosion of the auxiliary mixture the 
separately-compressed air and combustible 
the one mainly in the cylinder and the other 
in the charge-chamber are mixed, substan 
tially as described. 

2. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber open to the cyl 
inder at one end, means for admitting work 
ing air and combustible, the one to the 
charge-chamber and the other to the cylinder, 
means for exhausting the waste gases, further 
means for forming a separate and auxiliary 
mixture in the charge-chamber at the end 
thereof remote from the cylinder, and means 
for igniting said mixture, the arrangement of 
the parts being such that by the explosion of 
the auxiliary mixture the separately-com 
pressed air and combustible, the one mainly 
in the cylinder and the other in the charge 
chamber are mixed, substantially as de 
scribed. 

3. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber open to the cyl 
inder at one end, means for admitting work 
ing air and combustible, the one to the charge 
chamber and the other to the cylinder, 

from said displacing device to the charge 
chamber, the arrangement and proportions 
of the parts being such that the fluid dis 
placed by the displacing device is injected 
into the charge-chamber in which it forms 
an auxiliary explosive mixture with a portion 
of the fluid already in said chamber, substan 
tially as described. 

6. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber, means for ignit 
ing the mixture in said chamber, means for 
admitting working air and combustible, the 
one to the charge-chamber and the other to 
the cylinder, means for exhausting the waste 
gases, a displacing device and means, opera 
tively connecting said displacing device with 
the working piston, and a passage leading 
from said displacing device to the charge 
chamber, the arrangement and proportions 
of the parts being such that the fluid dis 
placed by the displacing device is injected 
into the charge-chamber in which it forms 
an auxiliary explosive mixture with a portion 
of the fluid already in said chamber, substan 
tially as described. 

7. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber, means for ad 
mitting working air and combustible, the 
one to the charge-chamber and the other to 
the working cylinder, means for exhausting 
the waste gases, a second or displacing cyl 

means for exhausting the waste gases and inder and means connecting same to the 
further means for introducing to the charge- working cylinder aforesaid, a piston in said 

65 chamber at the end thereof remote from the second cylinder, and means operatively con 
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necting said piston to the working piston 
aforesaid, and means of communication be 
ty een said second cylinder and the charge 
chamber, the arrangement and proportions 
of the parts being such that fluid displaced 
by the second piston is injected into the 
charge-chamber in which it forms an auxil 
iary explosive mixture with the fluid already 
in said chamber, substantially as described. 

S. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber, means for igniting 
gases in said chamber, means for admitting 
working air and combustible the one to the 
charge-chamber and the other to the work 
ing cylinder, means for exhausting the waste 
gases, a second or displacing cylinder and 
means connecting same to the working cyl 
inder aforesaid, a piston in said second cylin 
der and means. operatively connecting said 
piston to the W.S. piston aforesaid, and 
means of communication between said second 
cylinder and the charge-chamber, the ar 
rangement and proportions of the parts be 
ing such that fluid displaced by the second 
piston is injected into the charge-chamber in 
which it forms an auxiliary explosive mix 
ture with the fluid already in said chamber, 
substantially as described. 

9. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 
piston of a charge-chamber, means for ad 
mitting working air and combustible, the 
one to the charge-chamber and the other to 
the working cylinder, means for exhausting 
the waste gases, a second or displacing cyl 
inder and means connecting same to the 
working cylinder aforesaid, a piston in said 
second cylinder and means operatively con 
necting said piston to the working piston 
aforesaid, and means of communication be 
tween said second cylinder and the charge 
chamber, the arrangement and proportions 
of the parts being such that fluid displaced 
by the second piston is injected into the 
charge-chamber in which it forms an aux 
iliary explosive mixture with the fluid al 
ready in said chamber, and that the ex 
hausting means is opened shortly before the 
end of the working stroke and the waste 
gases are expelled by air admitted through 
the air-valve, substantially as described. 

10. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 

5 

piston of a charge-chamber, a second or dis 
placing cylinder and two passages connect 
ing said two cylinders near the top and near 
the bottom respectively, a piston in said sec 
ond cylinder and means operatively connect 
ing said piston to the working piston afore 
said, means of communication between the 
second cylinder and the charge-chamber an 
air-inlet valve on the second cylinder, a 
combustible-inlet valve on the charge-cham 
ber, and an exhaust-valve on the first cylin 
der, the arrangement and proportions of the 
parts being such that air displaced by the 
second piston is injected into the charge 
chamber in which it forms an auxiliary ex 
plosive. mixture with the combustible al 
ready in said chamber, and that the two pis 
tons uncover the second opening between 
their cylinders at the end of the working 
stroke, at which time the air-inlet valve and 
the exhaust are opened, substantially as 
and for the object hereinbefore described. 

11. In an internal-combustion engine, the 
combination with the working cylinder and 

bottom respectively, a piston in said second 
cylinder and means operatively connecting 
said piston to the WE 
means of communication between the second 
cylinder and the charge-chamber, an air 
inlet valve on the second cylinder, a com 
bustible-inlet valve on the charge-chamber, 
and an exhaust-valve on the first cylinder, 
and means for igniting the gases, the ar 
rangement and proportions of the parts be 
ing such that air displaced by the second pis 
ton is injected into the charge-chamber in 
which it forms an auxiliary explosive mix 
ture with the combustible already in said 
chamber, and that the two pistons uncover 
the second opening between their cylinders 
at the end P the working stroke, at which 
time the air-inlet valve and the exhaust are 
opened, substantially as and for the object 
hereinbefore described. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

FRIEDRICH AUGUST HASELWANDER. Witnesses: 
H. W. HARRIs, 
CoNRAD ZIMMER. 

piston of a charge-chamber, a second or dis 
placing cylinder and two passages connecting 
said two cylinders near the top and near the 

ng piston aforesaid, 
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